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Jenée Dionne is a driven professional striving to 
reach her destiny while living in her purpose. 
Native to Denver, CO she returned to her familial 
roots in Atlanta, GA in an effort to immerse herself 
in the soulful culture and artistic spirit embodied 
by the city. The journalist turned jewelry artisan 
began taking strides on her destined path at a 
young age. With an ingrained appreciation for the 
arts, she worked alongside her artistic grandmother, 
who painted, while she was given freedom to 
be artistic in her own right, resulting in eclectic 
pendants and broaches. Her creative expression 

evolved further into her drawings taking after her mother’s ability to 
impressively capture images. 

Over the years she continued her passion for the arts and pursued her 
bachelor’s in the school of Liberal Arts as a journalism major. Working 
her way up to publisher allotted her the opportunity to not only convey 
creativity through written expression, but also with visual impact 
using her graphic design, as well as layout and design skill sets. Her 
undying passion for the arts soon came full circle as she alongside 
her children began crafting jewelry and her ambitious spirit moved 
her to introduce Jurney Jurray LLC as an official business.
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DaVae LaVon Crystal & Chain Bracelets
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Jurney’s Exclusives

bb-scb

bb-amb

dl-crh dl-dpp

dl-deh dl-ppa

dl-sfb dl-dbp

je-awn

je-aew

Designer Bio

These beautiful 7.25” bracelets are delicately designed with mixed 
crystals, pearlized and faceted glass with decorative silver chain.

The elegant 16” waterfall bib-style necklaces and corsage  
bracelets are hand-beaded with mixed Czech glass beadwork. 
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DaVae LaVon Wild & Wonderful Hair Accessories Jurney’s Exclusives

dl-gpf dl-rpm

dl-wbzdl-wps

These wildly wonderful hair accessories are beautifully handcrafted 
using whimsical animal print flower petals, vibrant feathers and 
a decorative jeweled center piece, fashioned into awesome hair 
jewelry. Look out as a zoo of fashionable hair accessories are  
stampeding your way!

je-rlp je-isl

je-tlp je-llp

These lavish natural shell earrings are beatifully decorated hanging 
from silver coated 12mm copper components with complimentary 
Chinese crystals and a lovely mix of freshwater pearls and pearlized 
glass.
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Jurney’s Exclusives

dl-lgb

dl-hgb

dl-bgb

These wooden jewelry boxes (5.875” x 4.75” x 3 .25”) are full of 
vibrancy and imagination with hand painted decor, floral  
embellishment and of course glitz and glam. A perfect fit for jewelry 
and/or accessories, as well as, other keepsakes.

je-tsp

je-rsp

je-lsp

je-isp

These lavish 18” necklaces are beautifully decorated with natural 
shells, complimentary crystals, a mix of fresh water pearls and 
pearlized glass on decorative stainless chain.

DaVae LaVon Accessory Glam Boxes Jurney’s Exclusives



Jenée Dionne Fringe Jewelry Contemporary Bracelets
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These wonderfully creative 6” layered fringe earrings hang  
chandelier-like with a beautiful, shimmering spiral of hand-beaded 
Czech glass and complimentary crystals.

jd-lsf jd-jlf jd-osf

jd-sce jd-dhf jd-rdf

jd-srf jd-obf jd-lff

jd-mfe jd-fbf jd-raf bb-dcp

bb-pb

bb-gcp

bb-ns

bb-tm

Flirty with spring flair, these  
beautiful 7”-9” adjustable  
bracelets are hand-beaded on 
wire cable with 12mm multi-tone 
Chinese crystals enhanced with 
complimentary pearlized glass.
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Contemporary Bracelets

These lovely 3” glass hand-beaded fringe earrings, are beautifully 
decorated with multi-tones of Czech glass beadwork.

jd-wgb jd-lfe jd-pfl

jd-aka jd-lpf jd-hnf

jd-bif jd-aef jd-prf

Jenée Dionne Fringe Jewelry

These awesomely beautiful 2.5” 
hoop earrings are inspired by 
the chic rocker style of Ed Hardy 
with centered charms surrounded 
by crystal bliss, spikes, pearlized 
glass and more.

hp-ehbhp-rcs

hp-ehs

hp-ehw

The HotLanta Collection

These uniquely beautiful 2.5” hoop 
earrings are inspired by chic  
rockers everywhere as the hoops 
are decorated with a rain of  
Chinese crystals and complimentalry 
metallic spikes.

hpd-bcs

hpd-pcs

hpd-osc hpd-tcs



Jenée Dionne Fringe Jewelry Jenée Dionne Fringe Jewelry
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These beautiful 16” fringe bib-style necklaces are uniquely  
decorated with a unique mix of hand-beaded Czech glass. The  
addition to the Jenee Dionne Collection is a great representation 
of retro funk meets contemporary elegance.

jd-ftb jd-pff jd-lif

jd-gfn jd-ifn jd-lfn

jd-cbn jd-otf jd-grf

jd-lvp jd-fff jd-aaf

These beautiful 16” fringe bib-style necklaces are uniquely  
decorated with a unique mix of hand-beaded Czech glass. The  
addition to the Jenee Dionne Collection is a great representation 
of retro funk meets contemporary elegance.


